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About This Game

The ultimate race of life....

~Steven and the rest of the sperm were preparing for their big race, when all of a sudden, a horrific rush of spermicide began to
attack and kill them all! Many (future) lives perished, but one survived - Steven!

Steven was fast and nimble, and managed to evade the threat! Now, all alone with the spermicide closing in on him ever so
quickly, Steven must make it to the egg before it's too late! Will a child be born, or will the commanding contraception erase

him from exquisite existence?~
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Features!

 6 awesome and unique stages! (12 stages technically if you count unlocking something that may... "modify" these levels
a bit...)

 Challenging and addictive gameplay with satisfying sound effects that'll keep you playing for hours! (even if you die
over and over again.)

 Charming game atmosphere with a late 90s PC game vibe, and lots of little quirks and details!

 Cool unlockable title screens and cosmetics to personalize your game!

 Achievements to help give some extra objectives and spicen up the stages after you've mastered them!

 Bonus videos that'll make you want to see what happens when you (or IF you can) 100% the game...

 A nice and simple High Score board to help track your accomplishments and improvement!

Can you make it to the egg and give birth to a beautiful life? Or will you perish and
leave only failure in your wake?
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steve sperm donor

I've just bought that game and I have already beat it. It is good and fun but as for me it too easy and short. I wish they added
some new levels in future updates.

There is also an infinty mode but it just get bored after some time. unironically one of the greatest works of fiction I've ever
encountered. Why GT Speed but not Supersports?. Not good for even a phone.. Clunky interface, not very intuitive.. Eador is
basically a game that combines all that is good in Hereos of Might and Magic, Age of Wonders and Disciples and blends it with
the original view of the creators. And New Horizons mod adds even more complexity if one wants it. Sure the game may tire
someone after playing many shards in a row, but one always returns to finish the job.
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Second verse as great as the first.. This game serves as a testament to the indie gaming community's ability to constantly find
new ways to draw me in and get me hooked on something worthwhile. Splice's immediate appeal is in it's visuals; minimalistic,
smooth, and aesthetically pleasing. The relaxing and easy to listen to music make it even easier to get lost in the mind-flexing
elegance of Splice. Successfully manipulating a strand or completing a sequence is often quite rewarding.

Splice is a well rounded and well made game. There is no aspect of the game that is really lacking, and at the same time there
isn't anything that's unnecessary.

If you're looking for a good way to relax for a while, or something for your mind to chew on, Splice is well worth your time..
This game is... strange admitedly but also fun. It has a sort of charm in it's lack of graphical polish which only highlights the
focus on gameplay. Overall i believe this game to be very fun to play but even if you don't like the game itself it is a great
display of physics and destructible terrain. It also tests the limits of your PC after a while of progressing through.The only flaw i
can see is the sound design. It is a bit rudimentary but not a huge con. Something that isn't explained too well are the controls. I
would suggest just a small tutorial.. You get to wake your parents at night screaming at slendermans autistic cousin while telling
everybody to suck your berries

10/10. Really nice hidden object game with tons of bonus economy stuff to do between levels. You can plow fields and plant
different fruits\/veggies a la farmville, you can raise farm animals, you can choose all sorts of upgrades to add to your farm
(with multiple versions of each depending on the style you like). There's a market that your customers come to and you can set
the prices of all your products. You can even get quests from people for items to search for. It's surprisingly deep for a hidden
object game. I feel like I spend more time farming than searching for hidden objects. And the writing is surprisingly funny! I
think I saw a sequel to this somewhere, hope it comes to Steam..
Тиймээс би энэ тоглоомонд 9/10 өглөө. Solid short horror game. Nice creepy atmosphere, several good jump scares, varied
puzzles, not a bad story, & the voice acting was much appreciated. There were a number of grammatical errors but none severe
enough to be off-putting. The only major NOPE were those big, fat, juicy spiders - ugh! Great way to spend a couple of hours..
In my opinion one of the best games for VR newcomers, the feeling you get sitting in this giant battle tank is just amazing, didnt
get any motionsickness and I highly recommend using a standard controller. Dont know if I would recommend it for the full
price, but on sale for about 10 bucks a must buy!
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